
McKenzie Wark

Editorial

I had to get my transsexual ass off social media

today. The clash of reciprocally negating

arguments never moves forward. There is no

Òdebate.Ó ThereÕs certainly no ÒdebateÓ between

transphobia and, letÕs call it, transphilia. Since

we are more tolerated or accepted than loved by

the cis world, transphilia is pretty much

restricted to other trans people. And since we

can have a hard time loving ourselves, we can

have a hard time loving each other.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊNothing ever comes of ÒdebateÓ with those

who think we arenÕt people. Nothing except a

hardening of identities on both Òsides,Ó premised

entirely on opposition to being negated by the

other. Worse, the politics of a reactive

transphilia then yokes ÒusÓ together as trans

people so that our differences among ourselves

are suppressed in the name of opposition to a

common enemy, and so only the dominant forms

of trans-ness end up being acknowledged.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊBourgeois culture loves a clash of

representatives. And it loves to present the

ÒsidesÓ to the ÒdebateÓ as equivalent. ItÕs always

about representatives speaking for others, in

ÒdebateÓ with other representatives, speaking

for the other to those others. Those of us merely

represented become a market segment. Entire

platforms are now designed to monetize this.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWriters often have little choice but to buy

into this whole charade. But even ÒourÓ

champions, the standard-bearers of transphilia,

are bound by the same information economy.

One that continually slips out of our attention as

an information economy, run for the profit and

glory of the class that owns it. The spectacle of

ÒdebateÓ distracts us from who owns the arena.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊCulture moves when it takes a diagonal out

and away from all that. The interesting stuff is

always that which subtly refuses to be corralled

into the confines of a hollowed-out identity,

given meaning only by its other. That which leaks

out, ducks the fence, finds the unbounded

space: thatÕs where trans lives really can

become possible. But you can get lost out there.

You can get scared; you can retreat back into the

bounds and binds of identity Ð and police it. You

can give into that inner cop, as if you alone

represented the order of being that is good for

us.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThose who make it possible to really live as

a trans woman are rarely those who are our

representatives to the other, and still less those

who appoint themselves among us as the police

of our supposed collective identity. Those who

make it possible are artists. Not fine artists

necessarily, nor writers of Òfine writing.Ó They

might work in minor, vernacular forms. They

might just be artists of trans life itself. They

might be undetectable outside of our little

covens of care.
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 They make up stories or images
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or gestures that elude the limits of what they,

and we, were handed. Making it up as they go.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhen e-flux journal asked me to guest-edit

an issue, what I thought I could contribute would

be to commission some writing on trans | fem |

aesthetics. We need a politics, of course.

Perhaps we even need champions of Òdebate.Ó I

just feel like itÕs not enough. We need our own

art, and our own places to write about how we

think and feel about our own art. Places to be

relaxed about that Òwe,Ó and easy about how

expansive our ÒplaceÓ can be. I wanted to make a

contribution to finding the routes out, both of

the space into which transphobia constrains us,

and also out of the spaces of transphilia in which

sometimes we even constrain ourselves.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊI wanted to be open to different ways of

experiencing and reflecting on trans life, along

the feminine end of the spectrum. Big love for

our trans brothers and others! Those are not my

lives, and the aesthetics of trans masculinity or

of nonbinary life are not things I know at all well.

So, the ambit of this issue was both broad in

thinking about what trans could mean, or what

fem could be, but also particular in imagining

that trans | fem is already a big, open space

where a lot escapes our habits already.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSo hereÕs what we have for you: Rosza Daniel

Lang/Levitsky gives us ways of thinking about

where the term ÒfemÓ or ÒfemmeÓ came from in

the first place, looking at the North American

experience, and focusing on black and working-

class queer cultures. Sultana Isham listens for

echoes of a much older black trans | fem

experience (which doubtless had other words for

itself), and that left its trace, as is so often the

case, when the police arrived.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊGender is not necessarily a universal

category, other than to the extent that a certain

model of it was imposed on much of the world by

colonization. Kira Xonorika takes us through the

legacy of colonial gender in Paraguay, and shows

us some artists Ð one of the street, some of the

gallery Ð who turn it aside to make trans

experience matter otherwise. In Riksa AfiatyÕs

interview with Tamarra, we touch on the

complexities of gender in various parts of

Indonesia, and aesthetic traditions in which

other genders resonate in other ways.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊTrans artists and writers can bring a

distinctive approach to appropriating and

reworking gendered material, as Tamarra does in

the Indonesian context, or as Isabel Sandoval

does as a filmmaker working between the

Philippines and the United States. Jules Gill-

Peterson offers a personal reflection on working

with feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray and

learning from her in ways unexpected. Emily

Alison Zhou reads the digital poetics of Allison

Parrish as opening a space for trans | fem

creation that does not center the gendered body

or the experience of the writer but moves

instead within the interior states of machines.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAlthough the feeling is not unique to us,

thereÕs a common trans | fem tendency to

dissociate. To be, or to prefer to be, not here Ð to

be away from our bodies, away from this world.

Maxi Wallenhorst writes of an aesthetics of

dissociation which connects the experiential

side of displacement out of the body with an

alienation from the social relation in whatever

era of commodified life this is.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊEva Hayward looks at the work of the

painter Erica Rutherford for a visual aesthetics

of inventing rather than representing the trans |

fem body. Painting opens a space beyond the

conflation of the photographic with the real, one

particularly germane to trans women, given how

we are obliged to present our bodies and

ourselves as fully ÒrealizedÓ in the medium of

photography, as if it was an index of being.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFinally, Luce deLire channels the somewhat

terrifying energy of Comrade Josephine, whose

Pink Totaliterianism is an intentionally literal

inhabiting of the Canceling Angel that stalks the

all-too-vivid dreams-slash-nightmares of

transphobes, who think weÕre out to put them in

gender reeducation camps. Comrade Josephine

returns us to the bunker of transphilia as the

base from which to counterattack.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOne of the reasons I was so happy to work

with e-flux journal is that it has already been a

place where trans writing and trans aesthetics

have been able to mount their escapes. ThereÕs

plenty here already to work with or differ from.

ItÕs one of the places Paul PreciadoÕs book Testo

Junkie was first introduced to the Anglophone

reader.
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 ItÕs where Suely Rolnik included trans

existence in the insurrection against the

pimping of life.

3

 And where Greg Youmans

centered trans work in documenting Bay Area

queer film and video.

4

 There are even texts on a

topic our contributors did not explore so much:

the trans-ness internal to the long history of

Western culture itself.

5

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊKira XonorikaÕs contribution in this issue

can connect to past contributions to the journal

from Pilar Villela Mascar� on gender and

colonialism, Ana Hoffner ex-Prvulovic on

heteronormativity and orientalism, and Paul B.

Preciado on mapping new practices of political

subjectivation, gendered or otherwise.
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 Isabel

SandovalÕs firsthand account as a trans artist is

a companion to that of Ariel Goldberg.

7

 Critical

appreciation of particular trans artists Ð Zhou of

Parrish, Hayward of Rutherford, me on Shola von

Reinhold Ð join pieces on Jessie Rovinelli and

Juliana Huxtable.

8

 Eva HaywardÕs work connects

to Rebekah Sheldon on queer and trans being

beyond the human and Irmgard Emmelhainz on
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gender and the conceit of the masculinity of

rational consciousness.

9

 And finally, e-flux

journal is also where I first Òcame outÓ as writing

from a trans aesthetic perspective, with a

reading of Kathy Acker.

10

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊForgive me for flipping into study guide

mode! In sum, there are plenty of resources not

only in this issue but back through the e-flux

journal archive to get out of the standstill

dialectic of transphobia and transphilia. Trans

people have always been artists of what Shola

von Reinhold calls the ÒEscape.Ó ThereÕs not

much one can say or do about trans shit that is

without precedent. WeÕre always here, in one

guise or another, sometimes visible, sometimes

not. Sometimes trying to be legible to each other

but not the world.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊPerhaps the project is to make our

knowledge and our art both cumulative and

reflexive: to not only document and archive it,

but also to help it build on its own critical and

creative engagements; to encourage its various

distinctive lines of flight to encounter and

entangle with each other. Aesthetics alone wonÕt

save us, but perhaps it can make enduring seem

worthwhile. Perhaps it can enrich the habit,

among ourselves, of other kinds of love.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ Ð Brooklyn, March 31, 2021

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×

McKenzie Wark (she/her) teaches at The New School

and is the author, most recently, of Capital is Dead

(Verso, 2019) and Reverse Cowgirl (Semiotext(e), 2020).
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊ1

On covens of care, see Precarity

Lab, Technoprecarious

(Goldsmiths Press, 2020).

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ2

Paul Preciado, ÒTesto Junkie:

Sex, Drugs, and Biopolitics,Ó e-

flux journal, no. 44 (April 2013)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/44/60141/testo-junkie-sex -

drugs-and-biopolitics/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ3

Suely Rolnik, ÒThe Spheres of

Insurrection: Suggestions for

Combating the Pimping of Life,Ó

e-flux journal, no. 86 (November

2017) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ

al/86/163107/the-spheres-of-

insurrection-suggestions-for -

combating-the-pimping-of-li fe/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ4

Greg Youmans, ÒLiving on the

Edge: Recent Queer Film and

Video in the San Francisco Bay

Area,Ó e-flux journal, no. 44 (April

2013) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ

al/44/60154/living-on-the-ed

ge-recent-queer-film-and-vid

eo-in-the-san-francisco-bay-

area/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ5

Elvia Wilk, ÒThe Word Made

Fresh: Mystical Encounter and

the New Weird Divine,Ó e-flux

journal, no. 92 (June 2018)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/92/205298/the-word-made-f

resh-mystical-encounter-and-

the-new-weird-divine/; Sam

Richardson, ÒA Saintly Curse: On

Gender, Sainthood, and

Polycystic Ovary Syndrome,Ó e-

flux journal, no. 107 (March

2020) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ al/107/318895/a-

saintly-curs e-on-gender-

sainthood-and-po lycystic-

ovary-syndrome/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ6

Pilar Villela Mascar�, ÒOne Eye

Closed: An Exercise in

Stereoscopy,Ó e-flux journal, no.

92 (June 2018) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ

al/92/203861/one-eye-closed-

an-exercise-in-stereoscopy/;

Ana Hoffner ex-Prvulovic, ÒNon-

Aligned Extinctions: Slavery,

Neo-Orientalism, and

Queerness,Ó e-flux journal, no.

97 (February 2019)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/97/252398/non-aligned-ext

inctions-slavery-neo-orienta

lism-and-queerness/; Paul B.

Preciado, ÒThe Hot War,Ó e-flux

journal, no. 114 (December 2020)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/114/367059/the-hot-war/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ7

Ariel Goldberg, ÒIncomplete

Messengers: Notes on Heavy

Equipment,Ó e-flux journal, no.

94 (October 2018)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/94/219452/incomplete-mess

engers-notes-on-heavy-equipm

ent/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ8

McKenzie Wark, ÒReality

Cabaret: On Juliana Huxtable,Ó

e-flux journal, no. 107 (March

2020) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ

al/107/322326/reality-cabare t-

on-juliana-huxtable/; McKenzie

Wark, ÒFemme as in Fuck You,Ó

e-flux journal, no. 102

(September 2019)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/102/282888/femme-as-in-fu

ck-you/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ9

Rebekah Sheldon, ÒQueer

Universal,Ó e-flux journal, no. 73

(May 2016) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ

al/73/60456/queer-universal/ ;

Irmgard Emmelhainz, ÒDragging

(My) Shadows on a Circle: On

Anger, Vulnerability, and

Intimacy,Ó e-flux journal, no. 92

(June 2018) https://www.e-

flux.com/journ

al/92/204505/dragging-my-sha

dows-on-a-circle-on-anger-vu

lnerability-and-intimacy/.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ10

McKenzie Wark, ÒWild Gone

Girls,Ó e-flux journal, no. 93

(September 2018)

https://www.e-flux.com/journ

al/93/211935/wild-gone-girls /.
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